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Overview 
 
After reading a study about miscommunication by The Economist Intelligence Unit (The EIU) 
that was reported by Workforce.com, I became curious. The study stated that 44% of  
respondents indicated that miscommunication caused a delay or failure to complete a project.  
I wondered, what was the number one factor that lead to miscommunication? I created a poll  
on LinkedIN to try to find out. 
 
The four choices for the leading cause of miscommunication were: 

1. The communication platform: email, phone, in-person, slack, zoom meeting, etc. 

2. Communication styles 

3. Assumptions or missing context 

4. Other (share in comments) 
 
One hundred and twenty people voted and the results were a bit surprising to me — clearly 
there are multiple factors that impact communication.  
 
In this report, I will share the findings along with a few actionable tips that can be used to  
improve communication. 
 
Let me know if you are currently using any of these methods and if you have any additional 
methods that have worked well for you. 
 
If you would like more information about how to improve communication in the workplace, 
please feel free to contact me. I would be delighted to help. laurie@lauriebrown.com

http://www.laurie@lauriebrown.com


73% Assumptions or Missing Context

According to the poll, Assumptions or Missing Context is the biggest issue impacting  
communication in the workplace.  
 
 
Our brains are wired to make assumptions. Those assumptions are based on our experience, 
our upbringing, on culture and a myriad of other factors. Without checking our assumptions, we 
can completely misunderstand the meaning of what we hear.  
 
There is a simple solution. Ask more questions. Questions kills assumptions. Even when you 
think you understand someone, a clarifying question can make a huge difference in assuring 
that you truly understand the other person. 
 
Now, let’s take a look at missing context. When starting a conversation, people often are not 
really prepared to understand each other. What can you do to overcome this initial cause of  
misunderstanding?  
 
Some tips to overcome this very common issue 
Whenever you begin a conversation, an email, meeting or presentation, always start by provid-
ing context. This could mean starting with the specific situation, or issue or person, etc. Consider 
what they already know and what new informatioin might be important to them. Be clear about 
what action if any needs to be taken. When you can provide a focus statement at the start, you 
will find that there will be fewer questions, mistakes and misunderstandings. 
 



15% Communication Styles

According to the poll, Communication Styles is the second biggest issue impacting  
communication in the workplace. 
 
 
To get a better understanding of what is meant as “communication styles”, consider the work of 
William Marston, who in 1928 developed an approach to understanding personality and com-
munications that would later become known as DiSC. DiSC is a personal assessment tool based 
on the work of Carl Jung. DiSC measures personality types and how they can impact the ways 
we communicate with each other. Though DiSC has been especially useful in understanding the 
significance of different styles of communication, there are many similar tools available.  
 
Here are some of the basics of the DiSC approach. There are four main types In DiSC and each 
prefers to be communicated with in specific ways: 

Dominance (D) 

Influence (i) 

Steadiness (S) 

Correctness (C) 
 
D types are fast processors and task based. They like communication to be fast paced — bullet 
points with no fluff is preferred 
 
I types are fast processors and people oriented. They like friendly group conversations that are 
positive and focused on the big picture. 
 
S types are people who like time to process and are people oriented. They like respect and  
diplomacy and being given time to think about their responses. 
 
C types are task oriented and like time to process. They like facts — don’t tell them what you 
think, tell them what you know. 
 
As you look at these different preferences you can imagine how these differences could impact 
communication. 
 
A tip for improvement 
Try to minimize the difference between your style and the style of the person you are speaking 
to. Like likes like. When you take the time to adapt to their communication style, you can begin to 
remove the roadblocks to better communication. 
 



8% Communication Platforms

 Although only 8% of respondents thought Communication Platforms was the major reason  
for miscommunication, it still creates a great deal of problems.  
 
When we are communicating face to face, we use body language, tone of voice and the words 
we are speaking. This provides a great deal of context and nuance for the person who is  
receiving the communication. Speaking face to face, you can compare the voice, body language 
and words to determine if the communication is congruent, if all of these components of  
communication add up. 
 
When we are using a phone we only have the voice and the words being spoken. Without seeing 
facial expressions and body language we can misinterpret the message. 
 
When we only use words (email, text, IM, slack, etc.), we are missing all the non-verbal  
messages — tone of voice and body language. This leaves the listener to “fill-in-the-blanks”  
and can easily lead to misinterpretation. 
 
Tips for better communications 
When sending email add more context. Make sure the message is clear and complete.  
Look for tone that might get misinterpreted. Don’t send bad news or criticism in an email.  
Difficult conversations need more context and sensitivity. Even a phone call is preferable to 
email for these kinds of discussions.



4% Other

People also mentioned some of these other items that can lead to misunderstandings: 
 
“I believe miscommunication often goes back to/starts with lack of self awareness. i.e. confused 
intent and impact. And ends with lack of self management. i.e. ego gets in the way.”  

—Pamela Sumner 
 
“I would say that these communication issues can each be linked back to culture. Not under-
standing which platform to use, how people prefer to talk, and working to create more complete 
information, etc.can be remedied by the organization and how leadership fosters empathy on 
both a personal and professional level.”  

— John Goldshmidt 
 
Kristin Baird agrees:  
“The culture plays a major role in miscommunication. Culture of fear about speaking up, silos, 
and consciously withholding information are cultural issues that often keep  
organizations from healthy communication.” 
 
“I think COVID has added additional challenges with the cadence/frequency of meetings and 
now the dilemma of who’s in the office (f2f) and who’s out (remote). People can miss important 
parts of the messsge simply by being (often inadvertently) excluded or in what happens after a 
meeting when the tech is switched off. As leaders, we need to be increasingly aware of the clarity 
of our messages and that everyone gets the information they need.” 

— Janet McCulloch 
 
Kevin E O’Connor says that remote creates miscommunications:  
“Remote may increase chat and emails and both will come with feelings expressed or hidden, 
well written, or in a flurry. Increased communication equals communication issues for sure.  
Perhaps we have to take the time at every meeting to have a time to check in, a time to under-
stand the ground rules, and perhaps a check out with a short “How was today's meeting for you? 
What can we do next time to make it just a bit better?” Maybe you won't get transparency right 
away, but it is worth sticking with till the team understands those two questions are not going 
away. We have to continue to learn how to do this virtual thing and even the in person thing 
someday soon.”



? What’s Next

Be aware of the cost of miscommunication, along with it’s root causes.This will help your  
organization be better positioned to avoid serious communication problems. 
 
Ask more questions, model good listening skills, and check in often to make sure you truly  
understand each other. 
 
 
Contact me if you would like to discuss how to improve the communication skills of your team. 
laurie@lauriebrown.com 

http://www.laurie@lauriebrown.com


Laurie Brown has over two decades of experience as a trainer, 
coach and speaker, helping her audience improve their communica-
tion skills. In that time, she has earned a reputation as a highly  
engaging, fun and effective professional, whose work gets results  
for her clients. 
 
A key asset that Laurie brings to her work is her range and depth  
of experience. She has an international clientele, having worked on 
four continents and numerous countries including the UK, Panama, 
Japan, Mexico, Germany, Spain, Australia, Bahrain and Thailand, and 
throughout the United States and Canada. Laurie has worked with 
culturally diverse audiences at all corporate levels, and her clients 
have included Fortune 500 companies, government agencies and 
small family-owned businesses. Her clients include Accenture, IBM, 
KPMG, Great American Insurance and Ford Motor Company, among 
many others. 
 
Laurie is passionate about providing engaging training and coaching 
that makes a difference. She is the author of The Greet Your  
Customer Manual, The Teleprompter Manual and Brand-Aid. 
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